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Empirical insights

What drives workforce aging in Europe?

Research results

Does innovative performance depend on workforce
age?

Outlook

What can we learn from this with respect to age and
the adoption of new technologies (such as ICT)?
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Demographic Change: The role of the baby boomers
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Source Population pyramids: http://populationpyramid.net/westerneurope/2005/

Change in age-specific employment rates (2003-2013)
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Own calculations based on EUROSTAT Statistics Database
(Table lfst_r_lfe2emprt , Version 31.10.2014)
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Summing up: Workforce aging
» First wave: “Growing into an age” (2015-2025)
− Main driver: relative size of the baby boom cohorts
− Most firms will experience an increase in the share of older employees

» Second wave: “Slowing down” [?] (2025-2035)
− Retirement of baby boomers
− Loss of valuable knowledge and experience

» Third wave: “Extending work lives” [?] (2035-2045)
− Lower pension claims
− Different attitude towards work at older age as compared to earlier cohorts
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Creative achievements over the life course

Inversely-u shaped age-performance profile at the individual level (age of
maximum performance differs across domains)


First
contribution

Last
contribution



Creative productivity



Pablo Picasso
Les Demoiselles d‘Avignon (1907)

Paul Cezanne
Mont Sainte-Victoire (1904)

Mathematics, theoretical physics

Medecine, general scholarship

conceptual
creators
(„finders“)
early peak

experimental
creators
(„seekers“)
late peak

Age
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Source: Simonton (1988, 2007), Galenson & Weinberg (2001)

Image „Les Demoiselles d‘Avignon (Pablo Picasso)
Image „Mont St. Victoire (Paul Cézanne)
Image center left: courtesy of Janaka Dharmasena at FreeDigitalPhotos.net
Image center right: courtesy of ponsulak (center right) at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Best
contribution

Potential age effects on creative performance

Skill obsolescence

Cohort differences (in
particular in emergent
technology fields)



Creativity
Skills

Expertise
Creativity

Depend on (examples):
• openness for experience ()
• risk attitude ()
• divergent thinking skills ()
• fluid () vs. crystallized intelligence ()



Task
Motivation

No age-related decline of
intrinsic motivation

/ 
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Source creativity model: Amabile (1997, p. 43)

Workforce age and the development of new technologies
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» Aggregate-level studies on workforce age and innovation (firms, regions,
countries) – methodological pitfalls [Malmberg et al. 2008, Frosch 2011a, 2011b]
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Selection effects

» Higher shares of old employees do not necessarily lead to a decrease in
innovative performance [Frosch 2011b, Frosch, Zwick & Göbel 2011]
» However: Older workforces may be less innovative in emergent high tech
fields due to cohort-specific knowledge and skills [Frosch 2011]
» Specific personnel measures can further enhance the performance of
older workers [Göbel & Zwick 2013, Meyer 2011]
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Workforce age and the adoption of new technologies

» Age-neutral: Intrinsic motivation should not play a major role
» Age-specific: Learning capacity and physical abilities may decrease
» Cohort specific: On average, older workers embody less computer skills
Digital „immigrants“ (50+ years)

digital natives
(<29 years)

silver surfers
(50-69 years)

digital pioneers
(30-49 years)

senior surfers
(70+ years)

silver „nerds“
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Summary and Outlook
WORKFORCE

» First wave: “Growing into an age” (2015-2025)
−
−

Main driver: relative size of the baby boom cohorts
Most firms will experience an increase in the share of older
employees

CAREGIVERS
silver surfers

silver surfers
digital pioneers

» Second wave: “Slowing down” [?] (2025-2035)
−
−

Retirement of baby boomers
Loss of valuable knowledge and experience

» Third wave: “Extending work lives” [?] (2035-2045)
−
−

Lower pension claims
Different attitude towards work at older age as compared to
earlier cohorts
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